Rain.—Since Thursday evening we have had a steady rain, accompanied yesterday afternoon with a high wind. A very large quantity of water has fallen during this time, and the prospect for a great deal more is very flattering. Indeed we do not remember ever to have seen a greater amount of water fall in the same length of time, than fell during about half an hour yesterday afternoon. Almost every house immediately under the hill was flooded, filling the floors in some instances, to the depth of one or two feet with sand. Nevertheless we cannot but rejoice, for the prayer of the miner is at last answered, and now every gulch and ravine in these hills is made vocal by the flowing, leaping waters.—Shasta Courier.

Four Indians Hung and one Shot.—A party of white men from Johnson's ranch caught and hung two Indians a week or more since, and the day after shot another. They had stolen a large number of valuable articles from different persons. The following day two more were hung near Woodman's ranch, on Cow Creek. They were Pitt river Indians, and the same who stole some very valuable horses from an adjoining ranch a few days previous. They were found among the Cow Creek Indians, Nuntara-min, the chief of the tribe, having informed the whites of their presence.—Shasta Courier.